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A cuckold is the husband of an adulterous wife. In evolutionary biology, the term is also applied to males who
are unwittingly investing parental effort in offspring that are not genetically their own.
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Bellamy salute was used in conjunction with the American Pledge of Allegiance prior to World War II.; Bent
index finger. This is a gesture that means 'dead' in Chinese culture. Biker wave used by motorcyclists; Hand
of benediction and blessing. The benediction gesture (or benedictio Latina gesture) is a raised right hand with
the ring finger and little finger touching the palm, while the ...
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nifty; transgender; authoritarian; Stories involving Bondage, Domination, and S&M. Nifty continually needs
your donations to keep this free service available. Please report any stories that violate the Nifty Archive
Submission Guidelines due to excessive graphic violence, unwilling participants, or non-consensual activities.
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